Software Project Manager
(m/f/d)

3D Printing, Cloud Software, Start-Up: combined in one Job

This is not a regular Project Management job! This is your chance to have
strong impact within a young team and one of the most inspiring and dynamic
tech industries these days – 3D printing. Not only will you help us strengthen
our growing position as pioneer for 3D printing software, but you also develop
tomorrow's disruptive software applications for our customers.
Manage the central gateway between our sales, our clients and our software
application developers - to guarantee the successful implementation of our
projects. Regardless if client projects or long-term research projects – you try
to outperform expectations and establish best-practice workflows in our team.
We are a start-up, there are various ways to contribute and stand out!
We are an ambitious, award-winning, tech Start-Up from Berlin – working in the
field of 3D printing. We are backed by a strong and reliable VC investor. Our
cloud software paramate automates 3D-design processes and enables
customization of 3D-printed products. We build innovative applications for our
customers, ranging from robotic components to individual wearables or
patient-specific prostheses.

Who we are looking for?
• In your role as Software Project Manager, you take ownership of some of our most complex
projects. You’ll be involved even before the closing of a deal, conceptualize the project with
our client, our sales and development team before you manage the execution, and
implementation of the project. You are responsible for the project delivery to acceptance by
internal and/or external customers.
• During the project, you coordinate and motivate the cross-functional project team to deliver
a successful project. You will monitor issues and keep stakeholders up-to-date accordingly.
• Outperforming our client’s expectations has always been our crucial success factor to build
up long-lasting customer relationships. Become a key partner for tomorrow’s sales work.
• Research projects have always been a major driver for innovation and business
development. Take up the task to win research funding by writing convincing applications
and manage the projects – coordinating not only our development work, but also our
research partners.
• We are a young team. Bring in your experience and act as an internal expert in terms of
project management. You work on the development and improvement of project
management tools, templates, and processes, including the alignment of project
management processes and agile development processes.

This is what we expect:
• You have +2 years proven work experience in a project management role.
• Preferably, you have experience in software development projects and an understanding of
agile development processes.
• Strong organizational skills to cope with multitasking, which results in a goal-oriented
approach without losing attention to detail.
• Excellent communication skills in setting clear objectives and gaining alignment. At the same
time, you are a team-player appreciating interaction with people from various professional
and cultural backgrounds.
• Excellent verbal & written communication skills in both English & German
• If you have experience and knowledge in the field of 3D printing, CAD and/or SaaS you will
impress us even more.
• Most importantly: we look for colleagues with a positive can-do mindset.

This is what we offer:
• A welcoming, international and motivated team
• A competitive compensation package
• The flexibility you need:
• No matter if early or late riser, we want you when you at your best
• If you need to balance work and private life, we offer flexible working hours
• Work preferably on-site with home office flexibility
• Team events, team cooking, free drinks etc.
• Beautiful office loft in green and quiet environment in best Berlin-Kreuzberg area
• Ambitious VC-founded tech Start-Up with founders who love what they do
• See your impact: you get the full picture of a Berlin-based Start-up and actively shape your
future role and possibly even the whole company
Interested? Then send us your application to jobs@trinckle.com, your contact person is
Yvonne Well. Please include a wage range and earliest possible start date with your
application.
We look forward to meeting you!

